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• Strategy and vision Pedro Ros
• Update on M&A Tony Foye
• Finance Andrea Ward
• Legal Mark Solon

Coffee Break

• Insight Richard Adams
• Risk & Compliance Bill Howarth
• Q&A All

Agenda
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• Strategy update and long term view

• Our journey

• Our model

• Our ambition
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Our journey
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Our journey
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Our model

Information Education Networking

Risk &
Compliance � � �

Finance

� �
Legal

� � �
Insight

�
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Our model
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Wilmington plc video
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Our model
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Our Ambition

1. Build a truly international business

2. Become a fully digital enterprise

3. Upscale the size of the business
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Our ambition

1.
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2.

Our ambition
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Our ambition
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3. To scale our business by unlocking the potential of our 

knowledge-based model

• Focus on growing areas

• Develop existing and new clients

• Strong leadership team

• Targeted acquisitions

• Continuous business alignment

Our ambition
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• Finance Andrea Ward
• Legal Mark Solon
• Insight Richard Adams
• Risk & Compliance Bill Howarth

What we do Case Study Vision



Update on M&A
Tony Foye
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Deal Structure 

• Initial consideration $13.0m (5 x adj. EBITDA)

• Contingent payments up to $7.6m  

• Maximum $20.6m Oct 2017 (8x adj. EBITDA)

• 2014 results: $10.5m revenue (+19%), $2.6m EBITDA(25%)

• 75% recurring revenues 

• Debt financed 
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The business and fit

• Started in 2001 by current management team
• Networking opportunities for “C” level executives and target access for sponsors

RISE (Resourced Initiative and Society for Education)
Risk Adjustment Forum for Health Plans
Sub Advised Fund Forum
Pensions and Benefits Summit 

• Revenue split Healthcare (60%) and Finance (40%)

40 Healthcare events (Affordable Care Act / Medicare / Medical Insurance / Pharma ) 
40 Finance events (GRC, Hedge funds, changing regulation and complexity)
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• Collaboration opportunities 

NHiS market access into US
Geo clone healthcare events into France and UK
AMT networking opportunities in US

• Gives additional critical mass in US

47 Staff, 2 more offices (that bring us up to 80 staff in the US)
US pro-forma revenue is circ £17.5m 
300k healthcare contacts and 900k finance contacts
Research team



Wilmington Finance
Andrea Ward
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What we do:

Wilmington Finance’s main aim is to support its clients in their daily activities and strategic 
decisions, be it in technical finance skills, staying up to date with tax changes, accounting 
rules and reporting requirements, or assisting in the marketing of their services.

• Global investment banking training

• Accountancy training and support services to the UK accountancy profession

• Finance training to corporates

What we do
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Our clients:

Client group
Face to face 

training
eLearning Publications

Technical 
manuals and 

reviews

Accountancy firms � � � �

Asset managers � � �

Corporates � � �

Global investment banks � � �

Law firms � � �

Management consultants � � �

Private equity � � �

Universities � � �

What we do
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What we do
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Case Study

AMT Training’s Blended Learning Experience

AMT Online

Branded Enrollment Materials Course Info Testing Reports
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Vision
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“It is an absolute pleasure working with AMT. It is always a great comfort to have 
them around as they guide us in learning and development as much as they guide 
the analysts.”
Global Investment Bank

“AMT provides amazing support on all training programs, endless patience and 
total dedication to us. It is always a pleasure and the professional attitude is one 
reason why we continue doing business with AMT.”
Leading European Bank

“Great lecturer, good examples.  Very practical, will definitely use Mercia in the 
future.”
Tower Hamlets Homes

Client quotes


